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Child suicide bombers, and the shelter rehabilitating them in 
Indonesia Flung off their motorcycle, Amirah could only watch as her parents blew

themselves up. The eight-year-old, who was with her mother and father as they

rode up to a checkpoint outside Surabaya’s police headquarters, was the sole

survivor of an ISIS-inspired suicide bombing in May 2018. Just the day before,

another family of suicide bombers - including nine- and 12-year-old girls whose

parents had strapped explosive vests to - attacked three churches. A third

family planning attacks involving their four children, aged 10 to 17, were

confronted by police at their home.

Cathay shares fall more than 2per cent after chairman resigns
Shares in Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd fell more than 2per cent in early trade

on Thursday following the resignation of its chairman after the market closed

on Wednesday. The departure of John Slosar was announced less than

three weeks after mounting Chinese regulatory scrutiny led to the shock exit

of its chief executive, Rupert Hogg.

An American Airlines mechanic was arrested Thursday on a sabotage charge

accusing him of disabling a navigation system on a flight with 150 people

aboard before it was scheduled to take off from Miami International Airport

earlier this summer. The reason, according to a criminal complaint affidavit

filed in Miami federal court: Abdul-Majeed Marouf Ahmed Alani, a veteran

employee, was upset over stalled union contract negotiations. None of the

American Airlines mechanic in Miami charged with 
sabotaging plane 

CBP Stops Passenger with Ballistic Armor Leading to Discovery of 
Weapons Cache On August 18, a Chinese national arrived at the Detroit Metropolitan Airport

from Beijing. When first encountered, the passenger gave a negative

declaration to carrying any prohibited items. During an examination of the

traveler’s luggage, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Officers

discovered undeclared ballistic armor and other tactical apparel. CBP

Officers also discovered evidence that the traveler possessed a significant

weapons cache at his U.S. residence, which appeared to include prohibited

items such as high capacity magazines and “bump-stock” devices.

Please note that w.e.f November 2019, our weekly Security 

Bulletin will be accessible from www.cjsc.com.sg

passengers and crew on the flight to Nassau were injured because the tampering with the so-called air data

module caused an error alert as the pilots powered up the plane’s engines on the runway July 17, according

to a criminal complaint affidavit filed in Miami federal court.
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Thailand launches 5G vehicle surveillance tech

How do recruiters ever persuade people to join extremist groups? One key

weapon in their arsenal is something you’ve probably never heard of: love

bombing. Simply put, love bombing is smothering prospective new recruits

with so much love and affection that they become overwhelmed and don’t

stop to consider the downside of a new group. They may also feel guilty in

rejecting the overtures of people who are going out of their way to be nice to

them. Typically this will involve an extremely high volume of compliments

and other forms of flattery. But it can go much further than that, including

gifts, invitations to events, high quality food and flirtation from members of

opposite gender.

Yuma Sector Agents Find Meth Disguised as Ice Pops
Blythe Station agents working at the Highway 78 Immigration Checkpoint

arrested a lawfully admitted permanent resident and a United States citizen for

the transportation of more than nine pounds of methamphetamine over the

weekend. Sunday afternoon, a Border Patrol canine assigned to the primary

inspection lane alerted to an odor it was trained to detect emitting from a Toyota

Corolla. Agents referred the vehicle to the secondary inspection area, where they

searched a cooler containing brightly colored bags disguised as frozen ice pops.

They were determined to be methamphetamine with an approximate weight of

9.21 pounds. The 28-year-old female driver and her male 38-year-old passenger

were both arrested.

The Surprising (and Successful) Use of Love by Extremists

A Thailand mobile operator launched new 5G-equipped surveillance vehicle

technology. This technology will help detect suspicious items and

automobiles in southern Thailand. The prototype innovation, called

surveillance and security vehicles, was presented at a media event in

Songkhla recently. Video analytics and AI will log video data from CCTV

cameras on vehicles into a central control room via the 5G network. This

enables the analysis of images and identification of objects on the cars. For

example, data on suspect license plates, car models, the colour and the

appearance of vehicles will be generated.

TSA: Man Arrested at JFK Airport After Gun Found Hidden 
in Tar-Like Substance
A man was arrested at JFK Airport Monday after Transportation Security

Administration officers allegedly found a gun hidden in what appeared to be

tar. According to TSA, officers found the gun among his carry-on items at

one of the airport checkpoints. The .45 caliber handgun was accompanied

by 20 loose bullets, TSA said, adding that the gun was wrapped in what

appeared to be some sort of fiberglass inside a case covered in what

appeared to be tar. Subsequently, after the officers spotted the gun, they

contacted the Port Authority Police, who arrived at the checkpoint,

confiscated the firearm and detained the man, a resident of Barbados, for

questioning before arresting him on weapons charges, according to TSA.

https://www.chiangraitimes.com/tech/thailands-ais-launches-5g-vehicle-surveillance-technology/

